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A new quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) algorithm to simulate electronic systems in the limit of
strong correlations will be presented. Specifically, we deal with the t-J model, that is currently
at the center of attention of theoretical studies of high temperature superconductors and related
strongly correlated compounds, where the interplay of charge and spin degrees of freedom is
essential for their understanding. The spin degrees of freedom are treated with a loop-algorithm
that allows for global updates of spin configurations whereas for each spin configuration, the
evolution of the charge degrees of freedom is calculated exactly by means of a determinantal
algorithm. Hence, we denominate the whole as a hybrid-loop algorithm.
1 Introduction
Triggered by the discovery of high temperature superconductors1 (HTS), a pletora of new
systems were discovered2, where the correlated dynamics of the spin and charge degrees
of freedom of the electrons resist up to now a theoretical understanding.
The essential physical properties of correlated materials are in essence represented by
the Hubbard or the t-J model3. The Hubbard model describes electrons on a lattice that can
tunnel from site to site with an amplitude t, and with an on-site interaction U . Although
rather simple, this model shows a metal-insulator transition at commensurate fillings and
magnetic phases, as observed in many correlated materials. In the limit of strong corre-
lations (U  t), electrons will avoid occupied sites and a new energy scale J ∼ t2/U
appears, that corresponds to an antiferromagnetic exchange interaction between electrons
on neighboring sites. This is the regime described by the t-J model, that constitutes the
minimal model for HTS. Away from density n = 1 (i.e. on average one electron per site),
not much is known about these models. Even in one dimension, where ground-state and
thermodynamic properties of the Hubbard model can be obtained exactly4, correlation and
spectral functions are very difficult to compute. The situation is worse in two dimen-
sions, where no controlled theoretical methods are yet available. However, progress was
made recently in infinite dimensions or within the so-called dynamical mean-field theory
(DMFT)5. Due to the avoidance of doubly occupied sites, the t-J model has a reduced
Hilbert space with respect to the Hubbard model, such that larger system sizes can be
exactly diagonalized6. However, since the dimension of the Hilbert space increases expo-
nentially with the system size, such studies are limited to very small systems (approx. 30
sites), whereas the anomalies observed experimentally correspond to the thermodynamic
limit. It is therefore very important to develop accurate methods able to deal with rather
large systems, such that finite size extrapolations become possible, in order to access the
physics on the macroscopic scale.
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2 The t-J Model and the Hybrid-Loop Algorithm
The nearest neighbor (NN) t-J model is given by the following Hamiltonian in second
quantization:
Ht−J = −t
∑
<i,j>σ
(c˜†i,σ c˜j,σ + h.c.) + J
∑
<i,j>
(
~Si · ~Sj −
1
4
n˜in˜j
)
, (1)
where c˜†i,σ are projected fermion creation operators c˜†i,σ = (1 − ni,−σ)c†i,σ , while c†i,σ
and ci,σ are canonical creation and annihilation fermionic operators respectively, and
ni,σ = c
†
i,σci,σ gives the density of electrons with spin σ. In the same way, a projected
density operator n˜i =
∑
α c˜
†
i,αc˜i,α can be defined. ~Si = (1/2)
∑
α,β c
†
i,α~σα,βci,β de-
scribes the spin degrees of freedom. Finally, < i, j > denotes the bond between nearest
neighbor sites i and j. The projector (1 − ni,−σ) allows to create an electron with spin σ
at site i only if there is no other electron on that site. Such a constraint reflects the strongly
correlated nature of the particles and leads to a reduction of the Hilbert space by one state
per site.
A number of so-called world-line algorithms were developed for the t-J model7–9.
There, the partition function of the system in d dimensions is mapped onto a d+ 1 dimen-
sional system, where the extra dimension is denoted ”imaginary time”10, 11. The evolu-
tion of the system in this ”space-time” is described by world-lines that resemble polymers
streched in the extra dimension (Fig. 1). The earlier versions resticted to local moves7
were superseeded by new loop-algorithms8, 9, with global moves and not restricted to a
given charge or spin sector. World-line algorithms for fermions suffer under the minus
sign problem, where large contributions with different signs lead to large fluctuations as
the system size increases or the temperature is lowered. This problem is less severe in
one dimension, and can be avoided in special cases like for one hole and J = 0 in two
dimensions9 or for single-hole excitations on a non-frustrated quantum antiferromagnet
in any dimension12–14. A recent advance on the minus sign problem was achieved by the
Green’s function Monte Carlo with stochastic reconfiguration (GFMCSR)15. However, this
algorithm is not exact, and an accurate determination of correlation functions is difficult.
An advantageous separation of electrons in spin and charge variables is achieved by a
canonical transformation16, 17
c†i↑ = γ
+
i fi − γ
−
i f
†
i , c
†
i↓ = σ
−
i (fi + f
†
i ) , (2)
where f †i , fi are canonical operators for spinless fermions, σ± = 1/2(σx ± iσy), and
γ± = 1/2(1 ± σz), with σα, α = x, y, z Pauli matrices. The Hamiltonian in the new
representation becomes
H = +t
∑
<i,j>
Pijf
†
i fj +
J
2
∑
<i,j>
∆ij(Pij − 1), (3)
where Pij = 1/2(1 + ~σi · ~σj) and ∆ij = 1− f †i fi − f
†
j fj . The constraint against double
occupancy becomes
∑
i(1 − σ
z
i )f
†
i fi = 0, and commutes with the Hamiltonian. We
consider now the following definition of an expectation value:
〈Oˆ〉 = lim
Θ→∞
∑
n〈Ψn | P e
−Θ
2
H Oˆ e−
Θ
2
H P | Ψn〉∑
n〈Ψn | P e
−ΘH P | Ψn〉
, (4)
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Figure 1. World-lines on a chain with periodic boundary conditions. World-lines that cross the boundary are
marked in red.
where | Ψn〉 =| sn〉 ⊗ | ΨT 〉, with {| sn〉} a complete set of spin states and | ΨT 〉 a trial
wavefunction for the spinless fermions. P is a projector ensuring the constraint against
double occupancy. Taking the limit Θ→∞ leads each state P | ΨT 〉 ⊗ | sn〉 to converge
to the ground-state (GS) as long as the GS has a finite overlap with it. The multiplicity is
corrected by the normalization factor. Introducing after slicing in imaginary time (typically
time slices ∆τ = 0.1/t are used) a complete set of spin states, and checkerboarding, the
spin states are represented by world-lines, and for each configuration of them, fermions are
evolved exactly since the Hamiltonian (3) is bilinear in fermions. It can be easily shown
that the total weight for a given configuration of the world-lines is given by WHDf , where
WH is the weight of an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model (AFHM), whereas Df is a
fermionic determinant10, 11. The updating of spin world-lines is performed using the loop-
algorithm18, with the same complexity as for an AFHM, in contrast to a recently proposed
pure loop-algorithm8. In fact, the autocorrelation time (τ ∼ 2 for a system of length
L = 30 and J/t = 2) for the internal energy is very similar to the one for the AFHM. Due
to the combination of the loop-algorithm with the determinantal one, we denominate the
whole hybrid-loop algorithm.
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Figure 2. Ground-state energies vs. exact diagonalization results for L = 20 with two holes as a function of the
projection parameter Θ.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of GS energies from QMC and exact diagonalization
for various values of J at a density n = 0.9. The correct value is reached for values of
the projection parameter Θ ∼ 10/t− 20/t, demonstrating that the algorithm leads to the
correct GS with high accuracy (statistical errors are smaller than the size of the symbols).
Dynamical data are obtained from the imaginary time Green’s function and analytically
continued using the maximum entropy method19.
3 Results: Charge-Spin Separation in the One-Dimensional t-J
Model
We focus first on the spectral function for one-particle excitations in the one-dimensional
(1-d) NN t-J model20, since in this case the present algorithm shows an average sign very
close to one, such that a high accuracy, needed to produce dynamical data, could be easily
reached. On the other hand, the 1-d NN t-J model has a phase with dominating supercon-
ducting correlation, a spin-gap phase, and also phase-separation21, resembling thus many
of the phases found in HTS.
It is well established that electrons in 1-d metals generally lead to a Luttinger liq-
uid22, 23, where charge-spin separation (CSS) takes place. The most direct evidence of CSS
was predicted for the spectral function of such systems24. An exact theoretical evaluation
of the one-particle spectral function A(k, ω) could until now only be fully accomplished
for the Hubbard model at U =∞ for arbitrary doping on the basis of the Bethe-Ansatz so-
lution25. However, recent progress was made for spectral properties of the supersymmetric
(SuSy) t-J model with inversed squared (IS) interaction, where beyond the exact ground
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state26, the thermodynamics27, the compact support of A(k, ω)28, the single-hole dynam-
ics29, and the electron addition spectrum30 could be calculated analytically. In addition to
spinons and holons, the IS SuSy t-J model was shown to contain antiholons with charge
Q = 2e, spin S = 0, and twice the mass of the holons, i.e. they are not merely charge
conjugate to the holons.
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Figure 3. a) A(k, ω) for J = 2t at a density n = 0.6. b) Projection of intensities on the (ω, k) plane. Solid
lines: compact support of the IS SuSy t-J model. Red crosses: spinons, blue asterisks: holons, magenta diamonds:
antiholons.
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We consider A(k, ω) both for electron-removal (ER) and electron-addition (EA) pro-
cesses. Figure 3 a) shows A(k, ω) obtained from the QMC simulations of the NN t-J
model, Eq. (3), for J = 2t (i.e. the SuSy point), at a density n = 0.6. The Fermi energy is
taken as the zero of the energy scale. A splitting of the spectral weight into two branches
can be readily seen on the EA side, in contradiction with what is expected for a simple
metal. Figure 3 b) shows the projection of A(k, ω) on the (ω, k) plane, revealing the dis-
persion of the main features in the spectrum, together with the compact support for the
IS SuSy t-J model at the same density. Furthermore, the dispersions of spinon (s), holon
(h), and antiholon (h¯) branches that determine the compact support for EA processes in
the IS SuSy t-J model are also shown. The compact support is obtained by assuming that
the energy and momenta of the particle (EA) or hole (ER) are given by the addition of
energy and momenta of s, h, and h¯. In the ER part of the spectrum, only the corresponding
part of the compact support and the dispersion of an antiholon branch along the support is
shown for clarity. A sharp feature is visible on the ER side that escapes from the compact
support of the IS SuSy model. It is due to a holon branch, and as already discussed in the
limit of a single hole12, the actual dispersion of the holon is needed, in order to describe
this feature correctly. Also a deviation from the IS SuSy compact support is observed on
the EA side at high energies, where the differences in the models is expected to become
noticeable. There are however, several features that are well described by the excitations
of the IS model. The strongest feature on the EA side is followed closely by the spinon
and holon branches between kF and 2kF , and for k > 2kF by a spinon at kF together
with a dispersing antiholon. The analytic results for EA processes in the IS SuSy model30
show that the largest portion of spectral weight is along this line. More striking is a second,
weaker, but clearly visible branch that follows very closely the dispersion of an antiholon
between kF and 2pi−3kF . The analytic results of A(k, ω) for the IS SuSy model30 predict
a stepwise discontinuity at this edge and, in fact, the explicit evaluation of the weight shows
for the present range of doping a higher value than in the interior of the support. Also the
upper edge of the compact support on the ER part, that in the IS model corresponds to an
antiholon, is well reproduced, with spectral weight down to very low energies around 3kF ,
as predicted by the IS SuSy model. Therefore, at the SuSy point, the clearest signal of CSS
in A(k, ω) for the NN t-J model are present in the EA part of the spectrum and through the
comparison with the IS t-J model, it is clear that a sizeable part of the spectral weight goes
to the antiholon excitation.
Since the exact solution of the IS model is restricted to the SuSy point, it is of much
interest to see whether the features discussed above correspond to a generic behavior of the
NN t-J model. Figure 4 a) showsA(k, ω) for n = 0.6 and J = 0.5t, i.e. very far away from
the SuSy point and at a value of J/t of experimental relevance for cuprate compounds. A
perspective was chosen, so that it is already visible that as in the SuSy case, a structure
splits off the main feature for k between 2kF and pi. Figure 4 b) shows the projection of
A(k, ω) on the (ω, k) plane. As a model for free spinons, holons, and antiholons, we use
the same dispersions as for the IS SuSy model, but with sR(L)(q) = (J/2)q(±v0s − q),
i.e. assuming that away from the SuSy point, only the energy scale of spinons is changed.
The corresponding compact support, spinon, holon, and antiholon dispersions are encoded
as in Fig. 3. In the present case, the compact support encloses rather well all the spectral
weight. Moreover, on the ER part, the strongest feature is very accurately followed by a
spinon, whereas a second structure is also closely followed by a holon. On the EA side, the
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feature with largest intensity is followed close to kF by a holon, a spinon, and an antiholon.
However, further away from kF , the dispersion of the maximum is, up to k ∼ 2kF , closer
to an antiholon going from kF to 2pi − 3kF and beyond 2kF by a curve corresponding
to a spinon at kF and a dispersing antiholon. Moreover, a second maximum develops
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Figure 4. a) A(k, ω) for J = 0.5t at n = 0.6. b) Projection of intensities on the (ω, k) plane. Symbols coded
as in Fig. 3
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beyond 2kF that follows the antiholon dispersing from kF to 2pi − 3kF , in a similar way
as for J = 2t but with a smaller gap between both curves. In particular, the results from
the simulations show appreciable weight between 3kF and the zone boundary, where only
antiholons are present.
A closer look to both features signaling CSS is given in Fig. 5. Figure 5 a) shows
A(k, ω) on the ER side and the location of the excitation energies for one spinon and one
holon. Whereas the spinon dispersion follows the QMC data very closely, a deviation is
seen for the holon for the farthest points from kF , as can be expected, since at higher
energies, details of the dispersion matter in general. Yet, the agreement is good enough
to enable an identification of the excitation content of the spectrum. The details of the
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Figure 5. Detailed view of A(k, ω) at J = 0.5t and n = 0.6. a) ER side for 0 ≤ k ≤ kF at J = 0.5t and
n = 0.6. Vertical bars denote the positions for free spinon (closer to ω = 0) and holon excitations. b) EA side
for 2kF ≤ k ≤ pi. Vertical bars denote here antiholon dispersions.
splitted maxima for 2kF ≤ k ≤ pi on the EA side are shown in Fig. 5 b), where both an
antiholon dispersing from kF to 2pi − 3kF (closer to ω = 0) and an antiholon dispersing
from 2kF to 2pi − 2kF on top of a spinon at kF are shown. Whereas the latter follows
the larger maximum, the former can be associated with the second maximum. As at the
SuSy point, there seems to be almost no weight associated with the left propagating spinon
and holon that give rise to the contributions between 2kF and 3kF . This is consistent with
the analytic results obtained for the IS SuSy model30. Results for other values of doping
(0.6 ≤ n ≤ 0.9) and J (0.5 ≤ J/t ≤ 3) not presented here, show the same qualitative
behavior, in particular the presence of a branch on the EA side below the main dispersing
structure, that is closely followed by an antiholon branch under the assumption of free
spinons, holons, and antiholons.
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4 Concluding Remarks
In summary, one-particle spectra for electron-removal and addition were obtained using a
new algorithm that delivers accurate dynamical data for the nearest-neighbor t-J model. A
comparison with the compact support and excitation content of the 1/r2 t-J model at the
supersymmetric point J = 2t shows that a new manifestation of charge-spin separation
in the NN model can be observed in the EA part of the spectrum, where in addition to
spinons and holons, a branch following the antiholon dispersion is clearly visible. The
same feature is still visible at J = 0.5t, where assuming the same dispersions for the holon,
and antiholon, as in the IS model but changing the scale of energy to J for the spinon, a
fairly good description of the spectrum can be given. Instead, serious deviations result by
omiting the antiholon or setting its mass equal to that of the holon (i.e. assuming that it is
the charge conjugated counterpart of the holon). The results above strongly indicate, that
antiholons, that are not charge conjugate of holons, are generic excitations in the nearest
neighbor t-J model.
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